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TOTO Asia Oceania Pte. Ltd.

Telephone: 65-6744-6955

FAX: 65-6841-0819

Address: 10 Eunos Road 8 #12-07 Singapore Post Centre

                Singapore 408600

Website: asia.toto.com

TOTO KOREA LTD.

 : (02)-3141-8236

FAX  : (02)-3141-8240

 :    351-16   3

 : https://kr.toto.com/
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1.During the warranty period, under the condition that the users use TOTO
   products in accordance with the manual and the instructions on the labels, etc.,
   TOTO will repair the malfunctioning products for free.
2.If damage occurs in the warranty period is required to be repaired for free,
   please call after sale service to request repairs.
3.During the warranty period, the repairs with the following situations are charged.
    Failure and damage caused by improper use, or improper repair or
   unauthorized modification.
    Failure or damage caused by inattention or negligence during the installation.
    Failure and damage caused by disassembly after installation.
    Failures and damages caused by using this product in the sites outside the
   scope of use (such as residential products used as a commercial product).
    Damage caused by dirt or debris.
    Improper daily maintenance, such as dirt, rust of plating locations.
    Failures and damages caused by fire, earthquake, flood, lightning and other
   natural disasters, public hazard, gas damage (liquefied gas), salt damage and
   abnormal voltage, use of the non-specified power source (voltage, frequency)
   and other reasons.
    The installation locations not specified in this warranty card.
    For the occasions that the user name, sale store, installation store, and the
   date of purchase are not filled in this warranty card.

 For the occasions that the user is unable to present the purchase invoice.
 Failure caused by frost damage.

4.The warranty is valid within the territory of the People’s Republic of China,
   excluding Hongkong, Macao and Taiwan.
5.This warranty card may not be replaced when it is lost. Please keep it safe.

* If the contents on the above column are not recorded completely, the warranty
  card will be considered invalid. Therefore, please confirm the recorded contents
  at the time of purchasing.
*The warranty items in this product warranty card are limited to the free repair
  items covered by the warranty card for maintenance.
*During the warranty period, if the product breaks down (such as water leakage,
  oozing), please call after sale service to request repairs.

The body and valve spool warranty is valid for 5 years from the date
of purchase, and the remaining parts are warranted for 1 year.

Guarantee

User

Sales and installation stores

Date of purchase

Warranty period

  Repair provisions
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Rubber gasket

Stainless steel
gasket

Handle

Clasp

Filter
(8. Is there any dirt?)

O-ring
(9. Are there any
scratches or dirt?)

Spout body

Hexagon socket
head cover screws
(10.Is it fully
tightened?)

Spout

Screw

Hexagon socket head
cover screws
(1.Is it fully tightened?)

Collar
(2. Is it fully tightened?)

Screw
(3.Is it fully tightened?)

Valve spool
(4. Is it fully tightened?
 Is the gasket scratched
or dirty?)

Gasket
(5.Is there any
dirt or scratch? )

Valve
body

Connecting pipeNut
(6.Is it fully
tightened?)

O-ring
(7. Are there any
scratches or dirt?)

 The disassembly principle of different sample products is basically the same.

Water-passing
Body

Collar
(11. Is it fully
tightened?)

Fixed nut

Screw
(12.Is it fully
tightened?)

Plug
cover

O-ring

Spout

In case that there is malfunction after installation, please disassemble it according to the following instructions.
(For the parts not disassembled in this figure, if they need to be disassembled, please contact the after-sales
 service personnel for disassembly)

    Example: TBG08201*
Spout disassembly: As shown in
Figure 1, after the screw is removed,
the spout can be tilted slightly with a
flat screwdriver or a similar tool.
(Be careful not to deform the spout)

Flat
screwdriver
(not included)

 Figure 1

Disassembly and Inspection

Issues

Small water flow

Handle shaking

Water leakage

Shaking of the body

Inspection item

5 8

1 2 3 4

4 5 6 7 9

10 11 12

After the
installation is
completed,keep
it separately.
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Plug
cover

O-ring

Valve
body

Water spout
(8. Is the gasket scratched
or tightened?
9. Is there any
dirt in the filter?)

Spout adaptor

Handle

Hexagon socket head
cover screws
(1.Is it fully tightened?)

Collar
(2. Is it fully tightened?)

Screw
(3.Is it fully tightened?)

Valve spool
(4. Is it fully tightened?
 Is the gasket scratched
or dirty?)

Connecting
pipe

Clasp

Clasp Gasket

Spout body

Hexagon socket
head cover screws
(10.Is it fully
tightened?)

Rubber gasket

Water-passing Body

Fixed nut

Stainless steel
gasket

 The disassembly principle of different sample products is basically the same.

Nut
(6.Is it fully
tightened?)

O-ring
(7. Are there any
scratches or dirt?)

O-ring (11. Are there
any scratches or dirt?)

Collar
(12. Is it fully
tightened?)

Screw
(13.Is it fully
tightened?)

Gasket
(5.Is there any
dirt or scratch? )

Water outlet disassembly tools:
Use a coin or similar tool for
disassembly. (Be careful not to
deform the spout)

In case that there is malfunction after installation, please disassemble it according to the following instructions.
(For the parts not disassembled in this figure, if they need to be disassembled, please contact the after-sales
 service personnel for disassembly)

    Example: TBG07201*

Disassembly and Inspection

Issues

Small water flow

Handle shaking

Water leakage

Shaking of the body

Inspection item

5 9

1 2 3 4

4 5 6 7 8 11

10 12 13

After the installation
is completed,keep it
separately.

7 5
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TBG08201* series
"GC" Bathtub Filler (3hole)

Product Structure Diagram
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Hot water

Open Open

Close Close

Cold water

BlueRed

TBG07201* series
"GE" Bathtub Filler (3hole)

Product Structure Diagram



Attention

Maintenance
In order to maintain the decent appearance of the product for a long time,
please maintain it according to the following methods.

1. Wipe with a soft cloth often, or wipe with a soft cloth with water occasionally.
2. When there is dirt and it is obvious, please wash it with water thoroughly
    after wiping it with neutral detergent.

Attention and Maintenance for Use

Anti-freezing measures

48

2.Do not hit this product; otherwise it may cause malfunction or water leakage.
3.It must be cleaned with a neutral detergent as other detergents will damage
   the coating or discolor the surface.
4.Do not use acidic detergents or detergents containing coarse particles, such
   as cleaning powder and polishing powder, and nylon brushes, as they may
   damage the coating, etc.
5.It can be wiped with a soft cloth, or wiped with machine oil or a cloth soaked
   with paraffin for cars occasionally, but do not let them be in touch with the
   resin parts; otherwise they may lose luster or generate rust.
6.It is recommended not to use it for a long time; otherwise it may cause the
   rust and corrosion inside and outside of the spout, resulting in malfunction.
7.As the product model is constantly updated, the actual product may not look
   the same as it is shown in the diagram, but the basic installation and
   operation principles are the same.
8.When using in places where icing may occur, anti-freezing measures must be
   taken.The parts will be damaged due to icing, which may cause water leakage
   and property loss. Damages caused by icing are repaired for a fee even
   during the warranty period. Please ensure that the ambient temperature of the
   product is always above 0 .

When using in places where icing may occur, anti-freezing measures must be taken.
1. The parts will be damaged due to frost damage, which may cause water leakage.
2. Damaged parts caused by frost damage are repaired for a fee even during the warranty
    period.
3. After the construction is completed or when it is not used for a long time,prepare to
    prevent sudden drop of temperature and prevent the product from frost damage.
4. Because of the risk of frost damage, please ensure that the ambient temperature of the
    product is always above 0 .



 Warning

Conditions and Attentions for Use

1. Pressure for cold water * hot water supplying
    Minimum pressure   0.05MPa (flow pressure)
    Maximum pressure  1.0MPa (static pressure)
    Recommended pressure  0.1 0.5MPa (flow pressure)
    Detection pressure   1.6MPa (static pressure)
2.The water supply temperature is between 4°C and 90°C. It is recommended to use hot
   water temperature of 60°C . Do not use steam when supplying hot water.
3.Ambient temperature of the use above 0°C. If it is lower than 0°C, the spout will have some
   issues such as  deformations, cracking, etc.
4.When it is not used for a long time, it may cause the inside and outside of the spout to rust
   and corrode, leading to malfunction.
5.If you need to dispose of this product, do not dispose of it as general household waste.
   Please follow the regulations to properly dispose, recover and recycle it through an
   independent recycling system.
6.The products stated in the Manual have a cleaning function.

Attention for use

Warning:Indicates that if you overlook this sign, causing misoperation, it may
result in serious injury or death.
Attention:Indicates that if you overlook this sign, causing misoperation, it may
cause personal injury or property damage.

1.Since the ceramic valve spool is a relatively precise component, do not
    disassemble it without authorization; otherwise it may cause water leakage
   and other defects.

Use Conditions

Attention

1.Children are prohibited from using it or need to be supervised by adults when using
   it, and special groups such as the elderly and the disabled should be accompanied
   by people with physical capacity when using it.
2.As one side of the spout to supply hot water is in a high-temperature state, do not
   let the skin be directly in contact with the surface of the hardware fitting; otherwise
   it may cause burn injuries.
3.Do not assemble cold * hot water tubing incorrectly; otherwise it may cause burn
   injuries.
4.Do not use steam when supplying hot water; otherwise it may cause burn injuries.
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Main Body of the Spout 1 set

Water-passing Body  1 set

Valve Spool Body  2 sets

Handle 2 sets

Non-asbestos Gasket 2 pieces

Installation Manual 1 booklet

User Manual   1 booklet

Specification

The products using this detailed list include:
TBG07201* "GE" Bathtub Filler (3hole)
TBG08201* "GC" Bathtub Filler (3hole)
TBG09201* "GM" Bathtub Filler (3hole)
TBG10201* "GB" Bathtub Filler (3hole)
TBG11201* "GF" Bathtub Filler (3hole)

Specification
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